Analytical and numerical study of travelling waves using the Maxwell-Cattaneo relaxation model extended to reaction-advection-diffusion systems.
Within the framework of the Maxwell-Cattaneo relaxation model extended to reaction-diffusion systems with nonlinear advection, travelling wave (TW) solutions are analytically investigated by studying a normalized reaction-telegraph equation in the case of the reaction and advection terms described by quadratic functions. The problem involves two governing parameters: (i) a ratio φ^{2} of the relaxation time in the Maxwell-Cattaneo model to the characteristic time scale of the reaction term, and (ii) the normalized magnitude N of the advection term. By linearizing the equation at the leading edge of the TW, (i) necessary conditions for the existence of TW solutions that are smooth in the entire interval of -∞<ζ<∞ are obtained, (ii) the smooth TW speed is shown to be less than the maximal speed φ^{-1} of the propagation of a substance, (iii) the lowest TW speed as a function of φ and N is determined. If the necessary condition of N>φ-φ^{-1} does not hold, e.g., if the magnitude N of the nonlinear advection is insufficiently high in the case of φ^{2}>1, then, the studied equation admits piecewise smooth TW solutions with sharp leading fronts that propagate at the maximal speed φ^{-1}, with the substance concentration or its spatial derivative jumping at the front. An increase in N can make the solution smooth in the entire spatial domain. Moreover, an explicit TW solution to the considered equation is found provided that N>φ. Subsequently, by invoking a principle of the maximal decay rate of TW solution at its leading edge, relevant TW solutions are selected in a domain of (φ,N) that admits the smooth TWs. Application of this principle to the studied problem yields transition from pulled (propagation speed is controlled by the TW leading edge) to pushed (propagation speed is controlled by the entire TW structure) TW solutions at N=N_{cr}=sqrt[1+φ^{2}], with the pulled (pushed) TW being relevant at smaller (larger) N. An increase in the normalized relaxation time φ^{2} results in increasing N_{cr}, thus promoting the pulled TW solutions. The domains of (φ,N) that admit either the smooth or piecewise smooth TWs are not overlapped and, therefore, the selection problem does not arise for these two types of solutions. All the aforementioned results and, in particular, the maximal-decay-rate principle or appearance of the piecewise smooth TW solutions, are validated by numerically solving the initial boundary value problem for the reaction-telegraph equation with natural initial conditions localized to a bounded spatial region.